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Hello!

We are Circus Circus Party Planning, the party planning arm of Circus Circus,

a party decorations and supplies shop located in Fulham … you might know

us!

Circus Circus have been on the Wandsworth Bridge Road for the past 30

years. Janice, the owner, has expertise in all things ‘party’ and Sara, the lead

party planner, provides the creative flair and organisation! Together, we know

Cupcake very well! Sara has even hosted parties for her own children in this

space.

We would love to help you plan your party at Cupcake, whether it be a full

party planning service where we plan everything from invitations to thank you

cards (and everything in between, of course!) or we can source elements such

as an entertainer, decorations and catering. In this document we have set out

some information which can give you an insight into how we can help, but if

there is anything that’s not included that you want to know, just ask!

It would be great to talk through your upcoming party at Cupcake – send us an

email at circuscircusparties@gmail.com with the date of your party and we will

be in touch!

We can’t wait to party with you!

Janice and Sara

mailto:circuscircuspartis@gmail.com


Balloon bouquets

Balloon bouquets add instant colour to any event and are great

for children’s parties! They provide decoration for the room

itself and can be easily distributed to the children as they leave.

We are able to create and supply balloon bouquets made up of 

a variety of balloons for your party, all weighted and ready to 

go!

Popular bouquets include the following styles of balloons;

- plain or printed latex balloons;

- confetti filled latex balloons;

- chrome balloons;

- foil balloons (heart, circle or star shaped).

Why not add a themed balloon (or two!) to the mix. We are able 

to provide advice on how to choose the best colour match to 

make the room pop with colour!



Decoration Package

Please find as follows two example decoration packages for the

Lounge area in Cupcake:

Package A - £150

- “Happy Birthday” balloon bunting;

- One 34” foil number balloon, weighted, in a colour of your choice;

- One supershape balloon, weighted;

- Six bouquets of five plain latex balloons, in colours of your

choice, weighted.

Package B - £285

- “Happy Birthday” balloon bunting;

- One 34” foil number balloon, weighted, in a colour of your choice;

- Pompoms to hang from the ceiling in a colour(s) of your choice;

- Two supershape balloons, weighted;

- Six bouquets of five star, heart or circle foil balloons each, in

colours of your choice, weighted.

The weights included in the packages are foil weights, in a colour of

your choice. All colours and themed items are subject to availability.



Shaped Balloons and 

Accessories
To complement the theme of the party, why not add some shaped

or themed balloons? These can be added to the bouquets or be a

standalone feature.

Airwalker balloons are great for children's parties! They can ‘walk’

alongside the children and create an additional talking point.

Jumbo balloons (36”) can also be supplied, and they can be either

plain in colour or filled with confetti!

We can also supply chrome, confetti filled latex and orb balloons –

just ask!

Balloon weights range in size and colour, including gold, silver,

pink, green and blue. Our decoration packages assume foil

weights, in a colour of your choice.

Balloon tails, including flower garlands (artificial), can be used as

an alternative or in addition to traditional balloon ribbon (which

come in a variety of colours).



Balloon Installations

Balloon installations can be created for every occasion.

They can be freestanding or attached along a cake table,

perhaps.

We can also include additional decorations such as flowers

(artificial, but we are happy to work with fresh flowers),

hanging decorations, specialist balloons (themed, chrome

and marble effects, for example) to make the installation

extra special.

Another way to make a great impact is to cover the ceiling

in balloons! Pricing is depending upon the size of the

ceiling and type of balloons used.



Decorations and Party Props

Decorations such as bunting, pom poms, honeycomb and

fan decorations can be added to the decoration package,

with themed items also available.

Floral displays, whether they be artificial or fresh, can also

be sourced.

In addition to the venue and table decorations, why not add

some themed props, such as the following:

- Inflatables;

- Character cutouts;

- Character photo cutouts;

- Photo booth accessories;

- Filled piñatas and baton.



Tableware

We are able to supply the following colour block tableware for your

party - all you have to do is choose the colour!

- 23cm paper plates;

- 18cm paper plates (for cake!);

- napkins;

- paper cups;

- forks, spoons and knives (including cutlery for cake!);

- tablecloths.

The cost is £4 per child.

If you can’t decide on one colour, why not have a selection?!

Please note that this will incur an additional cost.



Themed Tableware 

If you have a theme for the party. Why not extend it to

tableware? All you have to do is choose the gene and,

subject to availability, we can supply the following:

- 23cm themed paper plates;

- 18cm themed paper plates (for cake!);

- themed napkins;

- themed paper cups;

- forks, spoons and knives (including cutlery for cake!);

- tablecloths.

The cost is from £4.50 per child.

Please note that themed items are subject to availability.



Table Decorations

We can supply a wide range of table decorations,

including:

- party hats and masks;

- fairy dust;

- centrepieces, such as miniature ornaments,

trophies and toys.

We can also provide props for the guests which can be

either given to them as they arrive or be laid out as part of

their table or chair setting:

- fairy wings;

- tiaras and wands;

- sunglasses;

- leis;

- glow sticks;

- medals.

Please ask for further details and pricing.



Catering
Luxury lunchboxes can be provided for the children to include

sandwiches, treats, plus an organic juice carton per child, with costs

starting from £9 per child.

Each box is beautifully presented and can be customised with

different coloured handles and stamps, at an additional cost.

Examples of what can be included in each category are as follows:

Sandwiches (cut into shapes):

- Ham and/or cheese;

- Egg mayonnaise;

- Roast chicken and tomato;

- Mini cream cheese and cucumber bagel;

- Pot of cocktail sausages.

Treats/Cake

- Little cups of fruit jelly;

- Bag of popcorn (sweet or salted);

- Little bunch of grapes;

- Cheese straws.

Adult food can also be catered for, with platters for ten people

starting from £60 and sandwiches and sweet treats from £2 per

person.

Please advise of any dietary requirements including

allergies and intolerances.



Cakes and Confectionery

Whether your vision for the cake is a deconstructed chocolate

cake or a four tier extravaganza, our cake architects will

make it come to life! Just let us know any ideas you might

have, cake flavour (or flavours!) and we will do the rest!

Cupcakes and other sweet treats, including cake pops, are

also available.

We are also able to supply a sweet cart, chocolate fountain,

doughnut rings and popcorn cart for your event.

Please advise of any dietary requirements including

allergies and intolerances.



Whether you’re looking for a magician, face painter, DJ or

pirate to entertain your little ones, we can help find them!

Whatever the age of the child and their interests, we have

someone who can keep them (and you!) entertained for

hours!

Please ask for further details and pricing.

Entertainment



Whether it be a traditional party bag filled with balloons,

bubbles and stickers or something truly bespoke, let us work

with you to create the ultimate party favour!

Traditional party bags start from £5 per bag and include:

- party bags;

- pack of sweets;

- sheet of stickers;

- activity pad;

- crayons;

- Small novelty gift, such as a wooden effect bracelet,

small keyring or bouncy ball.

Bespoke party bags and favours can be created, with

customised items designed to your requirements. Please ask

for further details.

Party Bags



We can’t wait to party with you!

circuscircusparties@gmail.com


